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The Lord of Changes
Do You Want to Change?
Listen, listen to what is going on inside of you in this now moment. Just be here, just be in this
now moment. Feel this body that you are using. Feel the energy of this room. Feel that you are
in a sacred place in this now moment, bathing in a sacred energy. Just feel: feel it! Imagine that
you are absorbing this energy in all that you are in this body, in your emotions, in your thought
patterns. Just imagine, visualize and feel that you are absorbing the energy that is being poured
on this group, in this now moment.
I am the Lord of Changes, the Lord of Modifications, the Lord of Life coming to you today. In
this now moment, you are surrounded by the Energy of Change to open a door towards yourself,
the door towards your True Self. Today, you are receiving a new energy: an energy of change, an
energy of courage, an energy to open that door on the unknown, because who you truly are
represents an unknown Universe to you in this now moment.
This morning, you have played with the word “energy”, you have played to visualize, perceive,
feel the different angles that the word “energy” is carrying, that this frequency is carrying, that
this frequency is in this environment.
So today, you are invited to open the door to changes, changing the way you perceive yourself,
but most of all, changing the way you perceive what you call reality. Because this reality is very
far from the True Reality which is the True Life, the True Energy of Change, the True Energy of
expansion of consciousness. The name of the game is expansion of consciousness and each one
of you represents one aspect of the expansion of consciousness in this dimension. You are all
interconnected and you are more than that: you are connected to the world, you are connected to
all consciousness, to the One Consciousness.
So today, you have played with the words, you have played with some concepts, you have played
a game. Now, I am inviting you to play the Game of Change: the game of changing your
perceptions, your life, your way of looking at yourself, of looking at what is around you, looking
at your car, at your dolls, at your toys and at what you call “your life”.
So just breathe in this energy: the energy of the sacred change; sacred change that brings
“opening”, “expansion” that is called inside of you, “creativity”, “imagination”, based on the
foundation of expansion of consciousness. You have to invite the energy of expansion of
consciousness inside you and in your life, beloved ones.
You are the one that dictates the type of frequency you want to allow inside of you, inside your
universe, inside your life. Because you are the one that is responsible for this universe that you
have created within yourself; this universe which is your emotions, your thoughts, your beliefs,
your wounds, your experience. All these experiences that represent situations, actions, wordings,
emotions, memories.
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They are part of your universe, inside of you. And the questions I want you to ask yourself in
this now moment are: “Do you want to change? Do you want to have a new life?” Touch the
True Life that is behind the scene, behind the veil of this illusion that you call “your reality”.
Answering this question is very important, because it is your response that the Universe is
waiting for in order to help you, to guide you, to support you.
So yes, you have played with the words this morning, with some concepts, with some numbers,
with some ideas. This is just the beginning of an adventure, because today, each one of you is
invited to look at life with a perception of energy, frequency, power. And these words are calling
you to the word “action”. What do you want to do with this frequency: which frequency are you
inviting inside of you? Which frequency are you allowing within yourself? Are you inviting
consciously or unconsciously? And what do you want to do with these frequencies? These
frequencies are: your emotions, memories, thought patterns, forces, powers. They are all
energies.
You are surrounded in this now moment by the Elements of Change that are coming from
different dimensions: from the physical to the Highest Frequency ever created since the
beginning of Creation. From the Greater Sun and above there are specific energies coming
towards you. So just open your heart to these Energies so that they can find a nest in you, so that
they can nurture your thirst for change, your thirst for creating something different, for perceiving
differently with the eyes of love, the eyes of all possibility, of magic, the eyes of happiness and
joy, of liberty. Because this is what humanity is looking for in their heart. They want to feel Joy,
Freedom, Compassion, Creativity; they want to be Alive, but not with the frequency of suffering
and limitations.
They want to be alive with the frequency of Joy and expansion in order to find this life
magnificent, amazing. The words do not exist yet in this language that I am using now. So
today, I am coming and standing right in the middle of this centre, in this now moment, to
connect with your hearts. I am pouring the energy of True Love for Change and complete trust in
the connection with the Power of the Universe.
Change that will guide you towards your own perfection, to manifest who you truly are for eons
of time, since the time you were created from the Light, from the Heart of Source. That
frequency is what you came to manifest in the physical world, that frequency so perfect, so
unique, so precious, so sacred, that is inside you, that you came to manifest in a physical body.
That frequency is calling you now. And in order to touch that frequency, you need to accept
changing some habits, some ways of looking at yourself, of doing things, of looking and using
this physical body, of perceiving what is around you.
You cannot anchor the frequency of your True Essence the way that you are looking at yourself
now, the way that you are looking at life now; it is not compatible, there is too much limitation,
too much denial of the True Essence of this heart in you, this fire in you, this life in you.
So, me the Lord of Changes, I am here today to ignite the fire in your heart: the fire of change, of
courage, the fire of your own life so that it can manifest and shine with its own frequency in this
world.
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These are the words that your Soul wanted to hear today so that you could connect to this reality,
to this frequency on a conscious level. So, welcome to the world of change, to the world of
adventure, to the world of creation. Create your own life according to your own values, your own
beliefs deep inside your core, your Soul, your sacredness.
Thank you.
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